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NONSINGULAR ALGEBRAIC CURVES IN RPl

X

Rpl

SACHIKO MATSUOKA
ABSTRACT. We give some restrictions for the mutual position of the connected
components of a nonsingular algebraic curve in the product space Rpl x Rpl
of two real projective lines. We obtain our main theorem by calculating the
Brown invariant of a certain quadratic form determined by the algebraic curve.
Moreover, we consider a double covering of Cpl x Cpl branched along the
complexification of our curve and antiholomorphic involutions that are the lifts
of the complex conjugation.

O.

INTRODUCTION

The first half of Hilbert's famous 16th problem poses the question of the
mutual position of the connected components of a nonsingular algebraic curve
in the real projective plane RP2. In [5] it was proved that a curve of degree d
cannot have more than ~(d -l)(d - 2) + 1 components (Harnack's inequality)
and that curves with this maximum number of components (M-curves) exist.
For M-curves and (M -I)-curves (i.e., curves with !(d-1)(d-2) components),
Gudkov [3] made the following conjectures: If F = 0 is the equation of an
M- (resp. (M - 1)-) curve of even degree d and the set B+ = {F ~ O} is
orientable, then x(B+) == (~)2 (resp. (~)2 ± 1) (mod 8), where X(B+) means
the Euler characteristic of B+ . His conjecture for M-curves was first proved by
Arnol I d [1] in the following weakened form: X(B+) == (~)2 (mod 4) (Arnol' d's
congruence), and completely proved by Rokhlin (Rokhlin's congruence). They
both discovered deep connections between the topology of real plane algebraic
curves and the topology of 4-dimensional manifolds. By a similar method,
Kharlamov, Gudkov, and Krakhnov proved Gudkov's conjecture for (M - 1)curves. These congruences are collected, for example, in [10]. Furthermore,
Marin [9] proved all these congruences simultaneously by applying Guillou and
Marin's generalization [4] of Rokhlin's signature theorem and calculating the
Brown invariant [2] of a certain quadratic form.
It is natural to attempt to extend results on plane curves to space curves.
Actually, for example, Hilbert [6], Gudkov [3], and Zvonilov [11] treat curves
on a quadric in Rp3. It is well known that Rpl x Rpl can be embedded in
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Rp3 as the quadric {ZOZ3 - Z l Z2 = O}, when each curve of bidegree (d, d)
in Rpl x RPI corresponds to a curve that is the intersection of the quadric and
a surface of degree d in RP3 .
In this paper we study nonsingular algebraic curves of bidegree (d, r) in
Rpl x RPI . Now we formulate our situation.
Let F(Xo' Xl ; Yo, YI ) (10) be a real bihomogeneous polynomial of (bi-)
degree (d, r) with dr 1 O. We assume that both d and r are even. Our
main object is the zero locus of the polynomial F in RPI x RPI , which is
denoted by RA. We also consider the zero locus of F in Cpl x Cpl , which
is denoted by A, and assume that A is nonsingular. Then it is a compact
connected Riemann surface of genus (d -1 )(r- 1). Hence, our "Harnack-type"
inequality is as follows (for the proof, see [10, (3.1)]): IA :::; (d - 1)(r - 1) + 1,
where IA denotes the number of connected components of RA. Remark that
the sharpness of this inequality is proved in [7].
We say RA is an M-curve if IA = (d - 1)(r - 1) + 1, and an (M - I)-curve
if IA = (d - 1)(r - 1) + 1 - I (I = 1,2, ... ).
Let E j (i = 1, ... ,IA ) denote the components of RA, which are circles
embedded in RPI x Rpl . While all the components of a curve of even degree
in RP2 are homologous to zero, it is possible for a curve of even degree in
Rpl XRpl to have some "nontrivial" components. Therefore, we have to devise
the treatment of such components. This is the main purpose of this paper. We
call a component E j that is homologous to zero in RPI x RPI an oval, and any
other component a nontrivial component. Let I' (resp. I") denote the number
of ovals (resp. nontrivial components): IA = I' + I" .
For an oval Ej' RPI X RP\E j consists of two connected components, one
of which is diffeomorphic to an open disk and called the interior of the oval.
The other component is called the exterior of the oval. In the case I" = 0, we
assume that F < 0 in the intersection of the exteriors of all the ovals of RA.
Since d and r are even, we can define B+ (resp. B-) to be the set {F ~ 0
(resp. :::; O)} in Rpl x Rpl . The topology of B+ or B- describes the mutual
position of the components of RA in RPI x RPI .
We also consider the pair (A, RA). We say RA is a dividing curve if A\RA
is disconnected. M-curves are always dividing curves (see [10, proof of (6.3)]).
We apply Marin's [9] arguments as mentioned earlier to our situation. Namely, we consider the quotient space Cpl XCpl Ir and its subspace W = AlruB+ ,
where r: Cpl x Cpl - Cpl X Cpl is the complex conjugation. The following
fact is known.
Proposition (Letizia [8, p. 311]). Cpl x Cpl Ir is diffeomorphic to the 4-sphere
S4.

On the other hand, W = Air U B+ is a (possibly nonorientable) PL closed
2-dimensional submanifold of Cpl x Cpl Ir. By the proposition just made,
we can define the Rokhlinform (see [4]) as q: H1(W; Z2) - Z4 for the pair
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Cpl It, W). We define a(Cpl x Cpl It, W) (e Z8) to be the Brown
invariant (see [2]) of q. Then by using Guillou and Marin's [4] generalization
of Rokhlin's signature theorem, we get the following formula (for the proof, see
§2):
(Cpl

X

(X(B+) - drl2)mods = a(Cpl x Cpl It, W) in Zs.

(*)

Hence, we want to calculate a(Cpl x Cpl It, W). We get the following results.
Theorem. In the case I" = 0, we have the following.
(1) If RA is an M-curve, then a(Cpl x Cpl It, W) = O.
(2) If RA is an (M - I)-curve, then a(Cpl x Cpl It, W) = ±1 .
(3) If RA is a not-dividing (M - 2)-curve, then a(Cpl x Cpl It, W) = 0,
±2.
(4) If RA is a dividing curve, then a(Cpl x Cpl It, W) = 0, 4.
In the case I" > 0, we have the following. (For the definition of 1, see (3) in

the following section.)
(I') If RA is an M-curve and 1 is odd, then a(Cpl x Cpl It, W) = 0, ±2.
(2') If RA is a dividing curve and 1 is even, then a(Cpl x Cpl It, W) = 0,

4.

We see that (1) and (2) of our theorem correspond to Rokhlin's congruence and Kharlamov-Gudkov-Krakhnov's congruence, respectively, while (4)
and (2') correspond to Arnol'd's congruence.
In the following section we apply our general results to curves of degree (4,
4). This degree seems to be the lowest one that is interesting. In §2 we prove
our theorem. In the last section we consider a double covering of Cpl x Cpl
branched along A as in Arnol'd [1] or Wilson [10] and obtain some other results.
The author would like to thank Professors G. Ishikawa and T. Kambe for
their valuable advice and the referee for his helpful comments.
1.

PRELIMINARIES AND APPLICATION TO CURVES OF DEGREE

(4, 4)

We use the notation given in the preceding section.
We sayan oval E j surrounds an oval E j if the interior (recall §O) of E j
contains E j • An oval surrounded by an even (resp. odd) number of ovals
is called an even (resp. odd) oval. The number of even (resp. odd) ovals is
denoted by P (resp. N).
For each component E j of RA, we have [Ed = Sj[oo x RPI] + tj[RPI x 00]
in HI (RP I x Rpl; Z) for some integers Sj and t j • Since RA is nonsingular,
the following are concluded. (i) If Sjtj = 0, then Isjl + Itjl $ 1 . If s/j f:. 0, then
Sj and ti are relatively prime. (ii) For any i and j, we have sitj - tjS j = O. By
(i) and (ii), [E j] = ±[Ej ] for any nontrivial components Ei and E j . Hence,
we may assume that there exist integers sand t such that

(1)

I

I

[Ei ] = s[oo x RP ] + t[RP x 00]

for every nontrivial component E i •

.

I

I

m HI(RP x RP ; Z)
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In the case I" > 0, we write E j (i = 1, ... , I') and E j (i = I' + 1 , ... , IA )
for the ovals and the nontrivial components of RA, respectively. Then Rpi X
RP\(E['+IU" ·UE[ ) consists of I" components. Each of them is diffeomorphic
A

to Int(SI xl). Let R j (i = 1, ... ,I") denote their closures provided that
F < 0 in the intersection of IntRl and the exteriors of all the ovals in R 1 ,
and 8R 1 = E[A U E['+I' 8R 2 = EI'+I UE['+2' ... , 8RI" = E[A -I U E[A . Then it
turns out that I" is even.
Let pj (resp. N j ) denote the number of even (resp. odd) ovals in R j .
Remark 1.1. We have

and

X(B+) = ~)-l)j+I(Pj - N i )

if I" > O.

j

An oval is called positive (resp. zero, negative) if the Euler characteristic of
the intersection of its interior and the exteriors of all the ovals surrounded by
it is 1 (resp. zero, negative). The numbers of positive, zero, and negative even
(resp. odd) ovals are denoted by P+, Po' and P_ (resp. N+, No, and N_).
We call a set of ovals of RA totally ordered by their surroundings a nest.
The number of ovals in a nest is called the depth of the nest.
For a dividing curve (recall §O) RA, it is easily seen [10, §6] that A\RA
consists of two connected components, which are interchanged by the complex
conjugation rand
(2)
IA == (d - 1)(r - 1) + 1 (mod 2).
Let A + and A - denote the closures of these components. The natural orientation of A+ and A- determine on RA two opposite orientations. These are
called complex orientations of RA. In the case I" > 0 , we set
(3)
1= #{i: even I any orientation of 8R i induced by an
orientation of R j does not coincide with any
complex orientation of 8RJ.
Now we restrict ourselves to the case (d, r) = (4, 4) .
Remark 1.2. For a curve RA of degree (4, 4), by considering intersection
numbers, we get the following:
(i) In the case I" = 0, the depth of a nest of RA is at most 2, hence
N_ = No = O.
(ii) If I" > 0, then I" = 2 or 4. In the case I" = 2; (lsi, It I) = (1,0),
(0,1), (1,1), (2, 1),or (1, 2), and the depth ofa nest of RA is at most 1,
hence N = P_ = Po = O. In the case I" = 4, (lsi, ltD = (1,0), (0,1), or
(1,1). In the case I" = 4 or (lsi, It I) = (2,1) or (1,2); RA has no oval.
By the "Harnack-type" inequality stated in §O, for a curve of degree (4, 4) ,
we have
(4) IA ~ 10.
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TABLE

I"

=0

1.1. Classification of curves of degree (4, 4)
(possible cases and their notations)

notation

p+

Po P_

ep

0

0

0

0

0

0

l:Sn:S9 0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

n
I

0

T
in

1

l:Sn:S8 1

N+

0
0

No N_

I I

0

2

0

0

0

m

0

0

1 2:Sm:S9 0

0

l:Sn:S7 0

1 2:Sm:S8 0

0

IT

T

Tn
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2

m+n:S9
m+n=9=:-m=5
m+n=8=:-m=4,5

I" > 0

notation

I"

pI

p2

4(p, q)

4

0

0

2(p, q)

2

0

0

2(p, q; m, n)

2 O:S m :S 8 0 :S n :S 8

(lsi, Itl)

= (1,0), (0, I),
(p, q) = (2, I), (1,2)
(p, q) = (I, 0) , (0, I),
(p, q)

(I, I)
(I, I) m + n :S 8

And moreover, by our theorem, with the formula (*) (recall §O) and Remark
1.1, we get the following restrictions:
(5) If IA = 10 and I" = 0, then (P, N) = (9, 1), (5, 5), or (1, 9).
(6)IfIA=9 and 1"=O,then (P,N)=(9,0), (8,1), (5,4), (4,5),or
(1 , 8) .
(7) If RA is not dividing and IA = 8 and I" = 0, then P - N == 0, ±2
(mod 8).
(8) If RA is dividing and I" = 0, then P - N == 0 (mod 4) .
(9) If IA = 10 and l" = 2 and 1= 1, then pi - p2 == 0, ±2 (mod 8).
(10) If RA is dividing and I" = 2 and 1= 0, then pi - p2 == 0 (mod 4).
By (2) above, we have the following:
(11) If RA is dividing and l" = 2, then pi - p2 == 0 (mod 2).
In addition, by Proposition 3.1, which will be stated in §3, we have the
following:
( 12) If I" = 0 , then P_ + Po ::; 2 .
( 13) If l" = 0 and RA is not dividing, then P_ + Po ::; 1 .
( 14) If l" = 0 and RA is dividing and B+ has a component whose Euler
characteristic is not zero, then P_ + Po ::; 1 .
( 15) If I" = 4 , then RA is dividing.
Remark 1.3. (i) If I" = 0 and P_ ~ 1, then P_ = 1 and Po = 0 by (13) and
(14). (ii) If I" = 0 and Po = 2, then RA is dividing by (13), and P+ = 0 by
( 14).
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Thus the curves of degree (4, 4) are classified as Table 1.1.
At present, we know the existence of the following cases.
(16) n (l~n~8), t, in (l~n~4,6~n~8), it, T (2~m~
4), fl, fl, f2, 4(1,0), 4(0,1),4(1,1),2(2,1),2(1,2), 2(1,0;m,n)
(m+n ~ 4, (m, n) = (4,1), (1,4), (5,1), (1,5), (3,3)),2(0,1; m, n)
(the same), 2(1, 1 : m, n) (m ~ 4 and n = 0, or m = 0 and n ~ 4)
(17) t4, 9, f3,
2(1,0;6,2), 2(1,0;2,6), 2(1,0;4,4),
2(0, 1; 6, 2), 2(0, 1; 2, 6), 2(0, 1; 4, 4)
We can show the existence of the cases listed in (16) (respectively, (17)) by a
method similar to Harnack [5] (respectively, Gudkov [3, p. 42]). We will devote
the details of our construction to another paper. But the existence problem of
the cases listed in Table 1.1 is not yet solved.

p,

2.

PROOF OF THEOREM

We first prove the formula (*) in §O. By Guillou and Marin's generalization
[4] of Rokhlin's signature theorem, we have
.
1
t
t
t
(Slgn(CP xCP Ir)-(WoW)cplxCpl/r)modI6=2o:(CP xCP Ir, W)

in Zt6' where Sign(Cp 1 x cpt Ir) means the signature of the manifold Cpl x
cpt Ir and (W 0 W)cp1xCpl/r means the self-intersection number of W in
cpt XCpl Ir. By the proposition stated in §O, Sign(Cp 1 XCpl Ir) = Sign(S4) =
O. On the other hand, since r is written as the complex conjugation (x, y) f-+
(x,)I) of C2 in a local coordinate neighborhood of each point of RPt x RPt ,

by the same arguments as in [9, p. 53], we have

+
+
(WoW)cp1xCpl/r=(AlroAlr)cp1xCpl/r+(B oB )cp1xCpl/r

= !(A

0

A)cp1 xcp1

+ 2( -X(B+))

= dr - 2X(B+).

Thus (*) follows.
After the following arguments, we will prove our theorem.
We consider a handlebody decomposition of W. We first decompose Air.
Air is a 2-dimensional manifold whose boundary is RA. Since riA is written
as the complex conjugation: x f-+ x of C in a local coordinate neighborhood
of each point of RA, as in [9, p. 52], we see that Air is orientable if and only
if RA is dividing. Suppose that RA is an (M - I)-curve (I = 0, 1 , 2, ... ) ,
where an (M - O)-curve means an M-curve. Then
x(Alr)

= !(2 -

2g(A))

=2-

(g(A)

+ 1) = 2 -

I -fA'

where we set g(A) = (d - 1)(r - 1). Hence by classical arguments we get a
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handlebody representation
(1)

of the triad (Air; ¢, RA), where hO, hj , and h2 represent a O-handle D2,
a I-handle D; x D; , and a 2-handle D~, respectively. The way of attaching
these handles is as follows; we say a I-handle h j is attached orientably (resp.
nonorientably) if hOUh j is orientable (resp. nonorientable). (i) In the case Air
is orientable, first:
(2) we attach hi to 8D2 orientably, h2 to the boundary component that
contains D~ x {I} orientably so that D~ x {I} and D~ x {-I} will lie in the
same boundary component, and h3 , ••• , hl / 2 in the same way.
We next attach hl / 2+j (j = 1, ... , 1/2) to D; x {±1} orientably so that
{±I}xDII/2+j will lie in D;x{±I}. We attach hl+1 to the boundary component
that contains DII/2 x {I} orientably so that DII/2 x {I} and DII+I x {-I} will
lie in the same boundary component, and hl+2 , hz+ 3 , ••• , hg(A)+1 in the same
way (Figure 2.1). We last attach h 2 to the boundary component that contains
Dll/2+ I X { -I}. (ii) In the case A I r is nonorientable, we first attach hi' . .. , hi
(resp. hz+ I , ... , hg(A)+I) nonorientably (resp. orientably) to the same place as
(2) (Figure 2.2). We last attach h 2 to the boundary component that contains
D:x{-I}.
In what follows, we often omit the statements in the case /" = 0 .
We now introduce new notations for the ovals E 1 , ••• , El'. We call an oval
surrounded by j (= 0, 1, ... ) ovals a j-oval. Let jEk (k = 1, ... , sij) denote the j-ovals in Ri provided that i - j == 1 (mod 2). Then the closure
of the intersection of the interior of jEk and the exteriors of all the ovals
surrounded by it is a component of B+ (Figure 2.3). Let B~k denote this
component, and jkE~ (a = I, ... , rijk) denote the j + I-ovals surrounded by

h l ······ .... h t / 2

FIGURE

h t +l · ....... hg(A)+l

2.1
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hl· . . . . . . . . . . h

L

FIGURE

h L + l · · · · · · · · .hg(A)+l

2.2.

jE~. The closure of the intersection of R 2j and the exteriors of all the ovals
contained in it is also a component of B+ (see Figure 2.3). Let B; denote this
component, and E;j (b = 1, ... ,p) denote the O-ovals in R 2j .
We order all the components of RA as follows:
(3)

........................................................ ,
1

E{" .

E

S,"I'
{"

.

3 s,"3'

........................................................ ,
{"

{"

E{ -I; EI , ... , Ep
A

," /2

; E{ .
A

Here, only in the case Air is orientable (i.e., RA is dividing), do we make the
following convention for the order (3).
(4) We fix an orientation of B+ and a complex orientation of RA, and
divide the components of RA into two classes: C = {components on which
the orientation of B+ determines the complex orientation} and C' = {all other
components}. Let Cijk (resp. C) denote the class that contains jE~ (resp.
20
E{'+2). We gather up the components jkE~ (resp. E/) that belong to C ijk
o
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in

Ri
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odd oval

(i:odd)
FIGURE

in

2.3.

Ri

(i:even)

THE COMPONENTS OF

O-ovals in

R2j

B+

(resp. C), and push them backward. Let jkEa (a = 1, ... ,aijk) (resp. Eb
(b = 1, ... , hj)) be the forward components.
For handlebody representation (1), we may assume the boundary component
which contains D,I+I x {I} , that which contains D,1+2 x {I}, ... , and that which
contains D~(A)+I x {I} correspond to the components of RA, just as in order
(3).
On the other hand, if we prepare a handlebody decomposition of the triad
(B~k; jkE; II ... II jkE:iJk II jEk' 0) (respectively, (B;; EI'+2j_1 II E~j II ...
II E: j II E"+2j' 0)) for each (i, j, k) (resp. j), then we obtain a handlebody
i

2j

J

decomposition of W by attaching the handlebodies to handlebody (1). In other
words, we attach some new handles to (1) as follows. Set M = {mil + 1 ~ m ~
g(A)+ 1 and D~ x {-I} lies in some jkE!, E"+2j_1 or E;j}. Only in the case

Air is orientable, set M' = {m E MID~ x {-I} lies in EI'+2j_1 (provided that
2·

.

E"+2j_1 belongs to Cj and bj ~ 1), E b: or jkE~iJ)' For any m (E M), we
attach a new I-handle lim =D~xD~ to D~x{±I} so that {±I}xD~ will lie
in D~ x {±I}. Here, only in the case Air is orientable, from convention (4),
-

-I

-I

,

we attach h m = Dm x Dm nonorientably (resp. orientably) for any m (E M
(resp. M\M')) (Figure 2.4). Finally, we attach some 2-handles in the trivial
way. Thus we get a handlebody decomposition of W.
Now let 0: HI (W; Z2) ® HI (W; Z2) -+ Z2 be the intersection form. Then
(HI(W; Z2)' 0) is a Z2-vector space with an inner product. To consider the
structure of (HI (W; Z2) ; 0) , we choose some embedded circles in W as follows. In the case Air is orientable, for any m (= 1, ... , 1/2; 1+ 1, ... , g(A)+
1), we choose an embedding f m : I = [-1, 1] -+ D2 (the O-handle) such that
fm(±I) = (±I, 0) in D~ x D~ and the images fm(l) are disjoint, and we
set Sm = fm(I) U D~ x {O}. Moreover, for any m (= 1/2 + 1, ... , I), we
choose an embedding f m : I -+ D~_'/2 X D~_'/2 such that fm(±I) = (±I ,0)
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in D~ x D~ and fm(I) intersects 8 m_ 1/2 at only one point transversely, and

we set 8 m = fm(I) U D~ x {O}. Finally, for any m(E M), we choose an em-

bedding f m: I ---+ Dm x Dm such that f m(±l) = (±1, 0) in Dm x Dm and
7m(I) intersects 8 m at only one point transversely, and we set 8 m = 7m(I) U
Dm X {O}. In the case Air is nonorientable, for any m (= 1, ... , g(A) + 1),
we choose a circle 8 m as in the case Air is orientable and m = 1, ... , 112;
1+ 1, ... , g(A) + 1 . Moreover, for any m (E M), we choose a circle 8 m as
in the case Air is orientable.
-

I

I

-

-I

-I

Remark 2.1. The following elements form a basis of HI(W; Z2): [8m ] (m =
1, .,. , I); [8m ] and [8 m ] (m EM). Hence we have
dimHI(W; Z2) = 1+ 2#(M)

=

{

(if ["

'+2N
1+2 (,

I:

pi

I : even

+ ,I:

I : odd

N i + [" 12)

= 0) ,

(if [" > 0).

Remark 2.2. (i) In the case Air is orientable, we have
1/2

E9

HI (W; Z2) = E9([8m] , [8m+1/2 ])Z2
([8m], [8m]}Z2'
m=1
mEM

[8m] 0 [8m] = 0 (m = 1, ... , I), [8m] 0 [8m+ 1/2 ] = 1 (m = 1, ... ,112),
[8m] 0 [8m] = 0 (m E M), [8m] 0 [8 m] = 1 (m E M), [8 m] 0 [8 m] = 0
(m E M\M') , and [8 m ] 0 [8 m ] = 1 (m EM'). (ii) In the case Air is
nonorientable, we have

E9

I

HI (W; Z2) = E9([8m])Z2
([8m], [8 m])Z2'
m=1
mEM

[8m]o[8m] = 1 (m
(m E M).

= 1, ... , I),

nonorientably

1

[8m]o[8m] = 0 (m E M), and [8m]o[8 m] = 1

do not attach

FIGURE

2.4

do not attach
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Now we consider the following subspace L of H\(W; Z2):

L =

{

([E]IE is an odd oval of RA}z
([jokE!])Z EEl (([E;j])z
2

2

(if /" = 0) ,

+ ([oRiili: odd)z)
(if /" > 0).
2

Remark 2.3. We see that L = ([oBi-]IB; is a component of B-)z ' and
2
oBi- is embedded in W two-sidedly. Hence, by the definition (see [4]) of
our Rokhlin form q (recall §O), we have

as in [9, Proposition 1]. Namely, q vanishes on L.
Remark 2.4. (i) For the elements [jkE!] , we see the following:
(5)

.................................... ,

.................................... ,

Set M\ = {mil + 1 :5 m :5 1+ /' - CLP) + 1 and m EM}. Then, remark
that [Sm] appears in (5) if and only if m E M\. Hence, by Remark 2.1,
{[Sm]lm E M J } is a basis of ([jkE!])Z2. We see that

dim([jkE~])z2

=

L(p2j - p) + L
j

N i.

i : odd

(ii) For the elements [E;j] and [oR;], we see the following, where we set
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............................... ,

............................... ,

Set M2 = M\Ml . Then, remark that [Sml appears in (6) if and only if m E
M 2 • Hence, by Remark 2.1 again, if we remove [E{ 1+ [E{'+d from (6), then
the remainder forms a basis of ([E;i])z
dim( (E;i])Z2

+ ([8Rilli:

+ ([8Rilli:
2

odd}z) =

A

odd}z . We see that
2

(LP) + I" /2 -

1.

(iii) Thus we have
.
dlmL

=

{ #(M) = N (if I" = 0) ,
#(M) - 1 =
pi +

L

i:even

L

i:odd

N i + I" /2 - 1 (if I" > 0).

We set A= dimL and
i

i: odd

Let ui (resp. v) (i = 1, ... , n) denote the elements of {[Sml (resp. [SmDi
m E M 1 } in order. Then the following lemma is useful in calculating
a(Cpl x Cpl It, W).
U i ' Vi (i = n + 1, ... , A), and VJ.+1 of
ffimEM2 ([Sml, [Sm])z 2 such that
(i) {uili = 1, ... , A} is a basis of L,
(ii) the intersection form 0 is represented by (?
or (?
with respect to
each {u i ' VJ (i = n + 1 , .. . , A) ,

Lemma 2.1. There exist elements

U

D
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(iii) +;=n+1 (u j ' Vj )Z2 + ([SHI) ' VA.+I)Z2 is an orthogonal sum, and
(iv) the intersection form 0 is represented by (? b) (resp. (?:)) with respect
to {[SHI ], v A.+ I} in the case A / T: is orientable and I is even (resp. odd).
A

Proof· Let S~+I + S~+2' S~+2 + S~+3' ... , S~+I + S~+I denote the right-hand
/
- / sides of (6) in order. If Sj denotes [Sm] , then let Sj denote [Sm]' We set
/

/ .

-/

uj = Sj + Sj+1 for any I (= n + 1, ... , A). We define vn+1 = Sn+1 and for
any i (= n + 2, ... , A + 1) ,

vj = {

Vj_1 +

S;-/ + S;_I

v j _ 1 + Sj

(if v j _ 1 0 v j _ 1 = 1),
.

(If Vi _ 1 0 Vi _ 1 = 0).

Then (i) is obvious by Remark 2.4. We can verify (ii) and (iii) by Remark 2.2.
.
.
-/
-/
Fmally, SInce Vj 0 Vi = Vi _ 1 0 Vi _ 1 + Si 0 Si' we have

v

A+I

oV

A.+I

= {

0 (if#{iln + 1 ~ i ~ A+ 1 and
1 (if otherwise)

S;oS; = I} is even)

= (l)mod2

by the convention (4). Thus (iv) follows.
-

Remark 2.5. If we set L =
.

A
Eei=l (u i
-.1

dlmL

=

Q.E.D.

' Vi )Z2 ' then

{'

1+2

(if I" = 0) ,
II
(if! > 0).

Hence we have
-.1
{([Sm]lm = 1, ... , I)z
(7)

L

=

(if I" = 0) ,

2

([Sm]lm = 1, ••• , I)z2 EEl ([S,+IA ], VA+I)Z2
-

(if I" > 0)

-.1

and H1(W; Z2) = LEElL .
Recall that o:(Cpl x Cpl /T:, W) is the Brown invariant of our Rokhlin form
q: HI (W; Z2) ---+ Z4' The Brown invariant has the following properties (see
[2]):
(8) Let V be a finite dimensional Z2-vector space with an inner product
and a quadratic function (see [2]) rp: V ---+ Z4' (i) If V = ~ EEl 1-2, then for
the Brown invariant a(rp) (E Zs) we have a(rp) = a(rpl~) + a(rpl1-2). (ii) If
dim V = 1 ,then a (rp) = ± 1. (iii) If the inner product is represented by
b)
on v, then a(rp) = 0,4.

(?

Remark 2.6. Since q is a quadratic function in the sense of [2], we have
q(u + v) = q(u) + q(v) + 2(u 0 v). See [4]. Hence, by Remark 2.3, Lemma
2.1 (ii) and the definition of the Brown invariant, we see a(ql(u j , vi)z ) = 0 for
I

any i (= 1, ... , A). Thus, we conclude that o:(CP x CP

1

/T:,

2

-.1

W) = a(qlL ).

Proof of Theorem. In the case I = 0, by Remark 2.5, dimL
= I.
Hence, by Remark 2.6, we see the following. (1) If RA is an M-curve, then
II

-.1
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a(Cpl X Cpl Ir, W) = O. (2) If RA is an (M - I)-curve, then by (8)(ii),
a(Cpl x Cpl Ir, W) = ±1. (3) If RA is a not-dividing (M - 2)-curve (i.e.,

Air is nonorientable and

2), then by Remark 2.2 and (7), 0 is represented
~) on 11-. Hence, by (8)(i) and (ii), a(Cpl x Cpl Ir, W) = 0, ±2.
by
(4) If RA is a dividing curve (i.e., Air is orientable), then by Remark 2.2
and (7), 0 is represented by (~6) E9 ... E9 (~ 6) on 11- . Hence, by (8)(i) and
(iii), a(Cpl x Cpl Ir, W) = 0, 4. Next, in the case [" > 0, by Remark 2.5,
dim 11- = 1+2. Hence, we see the following. (1') If RA is an M-curve and 1
is odd, then, by Lemma 2.1 (iv), 0 is represented by (~:) (~( 6~)) on 11- .
Hence, a(Cpl x Cpl Ir, W) = 0, ±2. (2') If RA is a dividing curve and
1 is even, then we have the required result by Remark 2.2 and Lemma 2.1 (iv)
again. This completes the proof of our theorem.

(6

1=

3.

SOME OTHER RESULTS

In this section we consider the following model of a double covering of Cpl x
Cpl branched along A. We set Vj = {[Xo: XI: X 2] E Cp21Xj ¥- O} for i
(= 0, 1,2) and E = (Vo U VI) x (Vo U VI)' Let EI ~ be the quotient space
of E with respect to the equivalence relation:
([Xo : XI : X 2], [Yo: YI

:

Y2]) ~ ([X~ : X: : X~], [Y~ : Y; : Y~])

if ([Xo : Xd, [Yo: Yd) = ([X~ : X;], [Y~ : Y;]) in Cpl x Cpl and (X21 Xj)d/2
( Y21 y)'/2 = (X~I X;)d/2(Y;1 y;)'/2 for any i (= 0, 1) and j (= 0, 1). Let
7C:

E I ~- Cpl X Cpl be the natural projection. This is nothing but the line

bundle P~&'Cpl(~) I8iP;&'cpl(5) , where Pj (i = 1,2): Cpl x Cpl - Cpl is the
projection to the ith component. In fact, trivializations Vj x Vjl ~ Vj x Vj xC
are defined to be the maps
([Xo: XI: X 2], [Yo: YI

:

Y2])

I-->

([Xo: XI], [Yo: Yd, (X2IX)d/2(Y2Iy)'/2) ,
I

where we set Vj = {[Xo : Xd E CP IXj ¥- O} and ([Xo: XI : X 2], [Yo: YI : Y2])
is the class containing ([Xo : XI : X 2], [Yo : YI : Y2]). Hence, transition
functions Vi x Vj n Vi' x Vj' - C are given by the maps:
(1)

We set Y = {F(Xo' XI; YO' YI ) + X;Y{ = O} (c EI ~). Then Y is a compact connected complex surface and the restriction 7C: Y _ Cpl X Cpl is a
required double covering branched along A. Similarly to [10, p. 65], Y has
the following properties:
(2)

7C I (Y)=O,

X(Y)=6+2(d-1)(r-1),

Sign(Y) = -dr.

and
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Let () be the fiber-preserving involution on E I ,. . , that acts as -Ion each
fiber, and T- be the involution on E / ,...., induced by the complex conjugation on E. We set T+ = () 0 T- (= T- 0 ()). The restriction (): Y -+ Y
gives the nontrivial covering transformation. Since F is a real polynomial,
we also have T±(Y) = Y. T+ and T- are antiholomorphic involutions
on Y. Let RY± be the fixed point set of T±. Then we have RY± =
{([Xo : XI : X 2], [Yo: YI : Y2]) EEl""" 1([Xo : Xd, [Yo: Yd) E Rpl
XRpl, F(Xo' XI; Yo' YI)+X;Y{ = 0, and X;/2y{/2 is purely imaginary (respectively, real)}= n- I (B±) . Hence, RY+ and RY- are possibly disconnected

closed surfaces. We see that ()(RYj±) = RYj± for every connected component
RYi± of RY± and n: RY± -+ B± gives a bijection between the connected
components of RY± and those of B± .
Remark 3.1. From this, we see that in the case [" = 0, RA is an (M -I )-curve
if and only if (Y, T-) is an (M -I)-manifold in the sense of [10]. By applying

[10, Theorems 3.3 and 3.11], we can prove (1) and (2) of our theorem again.

Remark 3.2. Since (): RY;±

RY;± is locally written as the map (x, y) 1-+
(x, -y) on R2 and the fixed point set is RYj± n RA, if RYj±\RA is disconnected, then this consists of two connected components that are interchanged
by () (see the dividingness of RA in §1 and also in [10, §6]). Hence, in this
case, RY/ is the double of n(RY;±) and therefore orientable because n(RY/)
is orientable. Conversely, if RYj± is orientable, then RYj±\RA is necessarily
disconnected as the orientability of Air in §2. See also [9, p. 52]. On the other
hand, we can decide the connectedness of each RY;±\RA by the transition
functions (1). We have the following results on the orientability of RY± .
(i) If both ~ and -1 are even, then every component of RY± is orientable.
(ii) If ~ or -1 is odd and [" = 0, the the component that lies over the
intersection of the exteriors of all the ovals is nonorientable and any other
components of RY± are orientable.
(iii) If ~ or -1 is odd, [" > and ~t + -1s is even (resp. odd), then the
components that lie over the intersection of some R j and the exteriors of all
the ovals in R j is orientable (resp. nonorientable) and any other components
of RY± are orientable.
Now we consider the case when RA is dividing. In this case, Air is identified with A+ (recall §1). Hence, W is a submanifold of Cpl x Cpl. We have
the following lemma.
-+

°

Lemma 3.1. In the case RA is dividing, we have
[W] =

{

+ -1[Cpl X 00]
(~ + Is) [00 X Cpl] + (-1 + It)[Cpl

(if["

~[oo x Cpl]

x 00]

= 0),

(if [" > 0)

in H 2(Cp l x Cpl; Z2). (For the definitions of s, t, and I, see (1) and (3) in
§1.)
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Proof. We fix a triangulation of Cpl x Cpl such that (i) the subspaces arising

are all subcomplexes and (ii) the complex conjugation r is a simplicial map.
From now on we allow the following abuse of notation: A+, for example, may
denote either the subspace A+ or the corresponding Z- or Z2-chain (i.e., the
sum of all the 2-simplexes contained in A+ oriented sensibly).
We have to show Lemma 3.1 only in the case [" > O. Actually, if we replace
1 by 0 in the following proof, then we will obtain a proof of the assertion in
the case [" = 0 .
As Z-chains on Cpl x Cpl , we have that

L
8B+ = L
8A+ =

(all the components of RA with certain signs ±), and
(the same but perhaps with different signs).

Hence we have
8(A+

+ B+) = 2 L (some of the ovals of RA with certain signs)

+ 2 L (some of the nontrivial components of RA

with certain signs).

For each oval Ej' there exists a Z-chain D j in Rpl x Rpl such that 8D j =
E j • The nontrivial components that remain in 8(A+ + B+) consist of some
pairs, which can be written as ±8R j (j: even) and 1 components. For each
nontrivial component E k , there exists a Z-chain D~ in Rpl x Rpl such that
Ek = ±(s(oo x RPI) + t(Rpl X 00)) + 8D~. Let D± be the closures of the
connected components of Cp\Rpl . We assume that 8D+ = Rpl . Then we
have
and

where we remark that #(k) =

1.

We set
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Then C is a Z-cycle in Cpl x Cpl. Here, since r(oo x Cpl)
and r(Cpl x 00) = _(Cpl X 00), we see that
(3) r* acts as -1 on H 2 ( Cp l x Cpl ; Z). Hence, if we set

t ~w-

= -(00 X Cpl)

(~(OO XCpl) + ~(Cpl X00)) - 2 (~Di + ~(±R))

- L{±(S(oo x D+)
k

+ L{±(s(oo x D-)

+ t(D+

x 00))

+ D~}

+ t(D- x 00)) -

D~},

k

1

~

1

~

then we obtain a Z-boundary (1 +r)(C)+A-(d(ooxCP )+r(CP xoo)) = 2C.
Since H 2 ( Cp l x Cpl ; Z) is free, we see that C is also a Z-boundary. Thus,
d
1
1
we obtain a Z2-boundary W + ('2 + Is)(oo x CP ) + (~+ It)(CP x 00). This
completes the proof of Lemma 3.1.
A

A

Now we lift our triangulation of Cpl x Cpl to a triangulation of Y. We
define a map
tr: (the chains of Cpl x Cpl) ~ (the chains of Y)
as follows. If a is a simplex of A, then tr( a) is twice the corresponding
simplex in Y, and if a is not in A, then tr( a) is the sum of the two simplexes
lying over it in Y. Then tr is a chain map. Since H 2 (Y; Z) is free, we have
[A] = ~ tr*[oo x Cpl]

+ ~ tr*[Cpl x 00]

in H 2 (Y; Z). As Z2-chains, RY± = tr B± . From Lemma 3.1, we have A+ +
B+ '" (~ + 1s)(00 X Cpl) + (~ + 1t)(Cpl X 00) as Z2-cycles. Taking tr gives
+
+
1
1
2A +RY "'(~+ls)tr(ooxCP )+(~+lt)tr(CP xoo). Ontheotherhand,since
B+ + B- = Rpl X Rpl = 8(D+ x Rpl) as Z-chains, we have tr B+ + tr B- =
tro8(D+xRpl)=8otr(D+xRpl). Hence we have RY+",RY- as Z2-cycles.
Thus, if RA is dividing, then we have
A

(4)

±

[RY]

A

{~tr*[oo x Cpl] + ~ tr*[Cpl x 00]

=.

1

1

(if I" = 0),

(~ + Is) tr*[oo x CP ] + (~ + It) tr*[CP x 00]
A

(if I" > 0)

in H 2 (Y; Z2) .
Remark 3.3. If RY+ is orientable (recall Remark 3.2), from (4) as just shown,
we can give another proof of (4) and (2') of our theorem in a similar way to

[10, Proof of Arnol/d's Theorem (6.4)].
Now we consider nondividing curves as well as dividing ones. From Remark
3.2, we see that both RY+ and RY- are orientable in the case of degree (4, 4) .
The following proposition was applied to curves of degree (4, 4) in §1, where
P~ denotes the number of positive (recall §1) even ovals in R j • We define

P~, N~, N~, and N~ in the same way and set
(resp. odd) IR j contains some ovals}.

leven

(resp.

pci,

lodd)

= #{i: even
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Proposition 3.1. We first obtain
(I)

Next we assume that both RY+ and RY- are orientable (recall Remark 3.2)
and consider the following eight inequalities:
(II-l )

P_ + Po::;

(~- 1) (~ - 1) ,

(II-2)

P+ + Po::;

(~- 1) (~ - 1) + d; + (P -

(II-3)

N_ + No::;

(~- 1) (~ - 1) - 1,

(II-4)

N+ + No::;

(~- 1) (~ - 1) + d; -

(II-I')

2:

2:

N~ +

2: P~ + 2:

N~ +

i:odd

(II-2')

P~ +

i:odd

i:even

i:even

N) ,

(P - N) ,

2: P~ + 2:

No +

2:

No +

i:odd

i:odd

i:even

P~ +

2:

i:even

I"

i

2"

I,

2" -

I"

leven

dr ~
i+l
i
d 1) (r2"-1 ) +T+L.,,(-I)
::; ( '2(P i -N),
1

(II-3')

2:

N~ +

2:

N~ +

i:odd

(II-4')

i:odd

2:

P~ +

2:

P~ +

i:even

i:even

2:

N~ +

2:

N~ +

i:odd

i:odd

I"

2:

P~ + 2"

2:

Po +

i:even

i:even

I,

I"

2" -

lodd

dr ~
i+l
i
d 1) (r2"-1 ) +T-L.,,(-I)
::; ( '2(P i -N).
1

Then we have the following.
(i) If I" = 0 (resp. I" > 0) and RA is not dividing, then (II-I), (II-2), (II-3),
and (II-4) (resp. (II-I'), (II-2' ), (II-3'), and (II-4')) are correct.
(ii) If ~ and! are even, I" = 0, RA is dividing, and B+ (resp. B-) has
a component whose Euler characteristic is not zero; then (II-I) and (II-2) (resp.
(II-3) and (II-4)) are correct.
(ii') (a) If ~ and ! are even, I" > 0, RA is dividing, 1 is even, and
B+ (resp. B-) has a component whose Euler characteristic is not zero, then
(II-I') and (II-2') (resp. (II-3') and (II-4')) are correct. (b) If s == ~ (mod 2),
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t == ~ (mod 2), {" > 0, RA is dividing, i is odd, and B+ (resp. B-) has a
component whose Eu{er characteristic is not zero, then (II-l') and (II-i) (resp.
(II-3') and (II-4')) are correct.
(iii) In the case {" = 0 (resp. {" > 0); (II-I), (II-2), (II-3), and (II-4) (resp.
(II-I'), (II-i), (II-3'), and (II-4')) are correct if we add 1 to the right-hand
side of each of them.
Proof. We consider the R-vector space H2 (Y; R) and the involutions (). and
T.± . Then we have H 2(Y; R) = I ~ EB _I ~ EB I V_I EB _I V_I' where _I ~ , for

T:

T.-

example, denotes the subspace on which
acts as 1 and
acts as -1.
l
By the definition of tr, we have tr.. (H2 (Cp x Cpl ; R)) = (the I-eigenspace of
(}.). On the other hand, I ~ EB _I V_I = (the I-eigenspace of (} .. ). Since r ..
acts as -Ion H 2 ( Cp l x Cpl ; R) (recall (3) in this section) and T± are the
lifts of r, we see that I ~ = {O} .
We next consider the intersection form on H 2 (Y; R). Remark that H 2 (Y; R)
= _I ~ EB I V_I EB _I V_I is an orthogonal decomposition. Moreover, we decompose _I ~ into positive and negative definite subspaces _I ~± , and also decompose I V_I and _I V_I· Then we see that dim _I V~I = dim _I V-=-I = 1.
Let a, p, y, and f5 be the dimensions of _I ~+, _I ~-, I V~I ' and I V_-I '
respectively. Then, by (2) in this section and similar arguments to [10, p. 69],
we have the following.
(5) a + p + y + f5 + 2 = dimH2 (Y; R) = 4 + 2(d - l)(r - 1),
(6) (a + y + 1) - (P + f5 + 1) = Sign(Y) = -dr,
(7) X(RY+) = 2:;=0 (_1)i trace T:IHi(Y; R) , namely, 2X(B+) = 1 + (a +
P- y - f5 - 2) + 1
(8) (the signature of the involution T+) = (RY+ 0 RY+)y ,namely, (a - P) «y + 1) - (f5 + 1)) = -2X(B+).
By (5)-(8), we have
(9) a = y = (~ - 1)(~ - 1), P =
1)(~ - 1) + d{ + X(B+), and f5 =
(~ - 1)(~ - 1) +

Since

d{ - X(B+).

p ~ 0 and

f5

~

(f -

0, (I) of Proposition 3.1 follows.
TABLE

I" = 0
s+
+

s~

S+
0
S+
SSo

3.1
I" > 0

Ei:odd P~ + Ei : even N~ + leven
P+
Ei:odd p! + Ei : even N~
Po
Ei : odd P6 + Ei : even N6 + I" /2 - leven
N_ + 1
Ei : odd N~ + Ei : even P~ + lodd
N+
Ei : odd N! + Ei : even p!
NO
Ei : odd N6 + Ei :even P6 + I" /2 - lodd
P-
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Now, let RY/ (1 ~ i ~ s!), RYj± (s! + 1 ~ i ~ s! +s:) and RY;± (s! +
s: + 1 ~ i ~ s! s: +s;) denote the components of RY± with positive, negative,
and zero self-intersections, respectively. Then s!, s:, and s; are written as

in Table 3.1. Since RY± are assumed to be orientable, we may consider the
homology classes [RY;±] in H 2 (Y; R) for all the components RY;± . Remark
that every [RYt] (resp. [RYj-]) is an element of -I V; (respectively, I V_I)'
all the [RY;±] are pairwise orthogonal, and hence the elements [RY;±] (i =
1, ... ,
+
are linearly independent. If moreover,
are linearly independent,
(10) the elements [RYt] (i = 1, ... , +s~
then we have
( 11)
+ ~ and ~ + ~ p .
In the same say, if
(12) the elements [RY;-] (i = 1, ... ,
are linearly independent,
then we have
(13)
+ ~ y and + ~ 6.
From the exact sequence of the pair (Y, RY±) , we see that the condition H 3 (Y, RY±; R) = 0 is sufficient for (10) (resp. (12)). We can estimate dimH3 (Y, RY±; R) as follows. The covering transformation () preserves RY± , hence induces an involution on Y /RY± . From the Smith theory
sequence for this space (see [10]), we have

s! s:)

s: +s;)

s: s; a s s;
s; s;

(14)

0

-+

s; +s= +s;)

s= s;

Z2

-+

I

I

±

H 3 (CP x CP ,B UA)

-+

±

H 3 (Y, RY ) -+

o.

By the exact sequence of the pair (Cpl XCpl / B± , A/RA) with Z2 coefficients,
we have
( 15)
(if RA is dividing),
(if RA is not dividing).
From (14)-(16). If RA is not dividing, then H3(Cpl x Cpl , B± U A) ~ Z2'
hence H 3 (Y, RY±; Z2) = o. By the universal coefficient theorem, we have
H 3 (Y, RY±; R) = o. Hence both (11) and (13) become correct. Thus, (i) of
Proposition 3.1 follows from (9) and Table 3.1. Now if RA is dividing, then
from (14)-(16), dimH3 ( Cp l x Cpl , B± U A, Z2) = 1 or 2. Hence we see that
dimH3 (Y, RY±; R) ~ 1. Thus, (iii) follows. On the other hand, in the case
RA is dividing, by (4) in this section, we have [RY±] = 0 (in H 2 (Y; Z2)) in
the following three cases.
(ii) ~ and ~ are even and /" = 0
(ii')(a) ~ and ~ are even, /" > 0 and 1 is even
(ii')(b) s == ~ (mod 2), t == ~ (mod 2), /" > 0, and

1 is odd.
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Hence, in these cases, if B± has a component whose Euler characteristic is not
zero, then H 3 (Y, RY±; R) = a as in [10, p. 71]. This completes the proof of
Proposition 3.1.
Remark 3.4. (i) Since H3(Cpl x CP' , RP' X RP' , Z2) ~ Z2' we cannot pursue
further consideration as in [10, p. 71, lines 8-12] of the previous proposition.
(ii) When RY+ or RY- has some nonorientable components, we can prove
a weakened version of this proposition. But we omit the statement of those
results.
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